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SpaceLED 800W Bi-Color
Reference: LLP-SPACELED800BIC

Power: 800W
Color temperature: 3000K-8000K | CRI
Fixture height: 27 cm
Diameter: 60 cm | Total weight: 18.6 Kg
White diffusion silk skirt height: 50 cm
Black opaque silk skirt height: 70 cm
Chinese lantern look soft LED light

Product description:

Industry's multi-directional lantern look light
The Cinelight SpaceLED 800W is the latest solution in terms of studio lighting for photographers
and videographers looking to evenly illuminate large area setups. The SpaceLED provides overall
scattered light and is commonly used hanged on studio installations to fill the setups with a general
soft overhead lighting. It is also an excellent light source for exterior setups to simulate the skylight.

Bi-Color & dimmable high power LED's
The SpaceLED uses four LED nooks mounted around the center of a heavy-duty solid steel frame.
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The total output is a 4500W tungsten equivalent, while drawing only 800W. The LEDs are fully
dimmable, with an extended color temperature range from warm light 3000K to icy blue 8000W. The
proper thermal management of the lamp is provided by a quiet active cooling system. This allows for
the fixture to operate at high power levels, maximizing the LED's operating life. The cooling fans can
be turned off when total silence it is needed.

Controller with touch display
All the adjustments on the SpaceLED can be made via the included controller box with dimming
knobs and touch digital display that shows the color temperature and light intensity values and also
the DMX or radio channel number for remote operation.

DMX512 & 2.4G tochscreen remote
The SpaceLED 800W is supplied with DMX512 capability with two XLR 5P in/out DMX ports
allowing for the brightness and color temperature to be controlled remotely from a DMX lighting
console, making it suitable for TV studio installations, theaters and stages. Also, the SpaceLED
features built-in support for the included digital radio remote with intuitive touch screen
controls, so adjustments can be made on one or several SpaceLED units from up to a 50 m
distance.

Versatile Chinese lantern look fixture
The SpaceLED 800W can only work hanged by the included chains to a compatible hook or rig. The
white silk skirt with detachable bottom diffusion can be used to soften the light and get that Chinese
lantern effect. The black skirt dramatically reduces the sides light spill and creates a directional light
while keeping it soft.

Solid metal construction with stackable design
The rugged sheet metal construction of the lamphead features black powder coated enamel finish
resistant to intensive use. The stackable design of the SpaceLED allows to safely stack the units for
storage when are no longer being used.

Key Features:
4 x 200W LED lights mounted around a solid steel frame
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4500W tungsten equivalent output, draws only 800W
extended color temperature from 3000K to 8000K
fully dimmable, no color shifting
power controller box with dimming knobs and touch digital display
built-in DMX controller with XLR 5P connectors
included 2.4G wireless remote
can be used only hanged by chains
includes white silk skirt for multi-directional Chinese lantern look
includes black skirt for directional downward conned light effect

Product features:

Rated power: 800 watts
Beam type: flood
LED type: Bi-Color
Voltage input: 100-240V 50 / 60 Hz
Color temperature: 3000K-8000K
CRI rating: 96
TLCI rating: 97
Beam angle: 75°
Photometrics : 1m: 10000 lx | 2m: 3600 lx | 3m: 1750 lx
LED no: 320
Dimming range: 100%-0%
Display type: Complex - monochrome
Battery mount: N/A
Plug in connector type: IEC - female
Cooling system: Active
Power source: Internal, AC 100-240V 50 / 60 Hz
Power connector type: CEE 7/7
Power cord total length: 3.5 m
Local functions control: Analog & touch screen
DMX control: Yes
DMX connectors type: XLR-5P
WIFI control : No
Remote control : Yes
Yoke mount: N/A
Housing material: Metal
Housing color: Black
IP rating: N/A
Lamp head weight: 18.6 kg
Lamp head dimensions: 60 x 27 cm
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